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Mina’s rescue from the end of the first game is cut dramatically short and she and primate pal Jep are left again on the
mysterious island to fend for themselves! Mina ne 5d3b920ae0
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What can I say, I don't like it. It far from the normal HO game. I had more fun uninstalling then I had playing. The up side, at
least it worked, the first MI never got past the Microids screen before it crashed. Real bummer of a game.. If you don't count a
couple annoyingly time-wasting puzzles, it's a pretty decent adventure with a nice story. Nothing more nothing less from what
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we expected fron Cry.. If you don't count a couple annoyingly time-wasting puzzles, it's a pretty decent adventure with a nice
story. Nothing more nothing less from what we expected fron Cry.. What can I say, I don't like it. It far from the normal HO
game. I had more fun uninstalling then I had playing. The up side, at least it worked, the first MI never got past the Microids
screen before it crashed. Real bummer of a game.
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